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Law and the Legal System 
The law touches every interest of man. Nothing that is 
human is alien to it. 
-JUSTICE FELIX FRANKFURTER 
The law is the witness and external deposit of our moral 
life. Its history is the history of the moral development of 
the race. The practice of it, in spite of popular jes ts , tends 
to make good citizens and good men . 
-JUSTICE OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES, JR. 
What Is Law? 
The Nature of Law 
Law is the instrument that people use to regulate their conduct in civilized 
society. It is a complex of rules, institutions, and ways of thinking about 
and interpreting those rules and institutions, that permits civilization to 
exist and people to live orderly lives. A more precise definition of law is 
difficult, if not impossible, to give. Philosophers have been debating the 
nature of law for thousands of years. One line of thought-that of the 
"positivists"-holds that law is simply the rule-like pronouncements of the 
sovereign, whether king or a democratically elected legislature . According 
to another approach-that of the "natural law" philosophers-law is a sys- 3 
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tern of reason, a set of deductions from principles of ethics, morals , or 
justice. Let us consider an actual case to see where the truth might lie. 
Back in the 1840s in Illinois, a farmer named Seeley raised hogs on land 
next to that of a wheat farmer named Peters. Seeley's fa rm had no fences, 
and his hogs were free to roam the countryside. Peters fenced his own 
property, but poorly, and Seeley's hogs entered through breaks, trampling 
the crop . Peters sued Seeley, demanding that the court award him damages 
(a legal term meaning a sum of money that will recompense the victim fo r 
the injury he has suffered). 
The question for the court was what law applied to the circumstances 
of this case. Now it should seem clear that some law would apply. If your 
neighbor breaks down your front door and walks out with your television 
set, common sense says that you should have a legal means of recovering 
fo r the damage done to your door and for the theft of your television . 
Common sense is right, of course; you are entitled to recover your legal 
damages. As the ancient maxim had it: fo r every (legal) wrong there is a 
remedy. 
The case of Peters v. Seeley, however, was a bit more complex. A law 
could rationally put liability on the keeper of animals. Equally logically, 
however , the law could require a wheat farmer to fence his land . The trou-
ble was that no clearly written law expressly declared one rule or the other. 
Instead , a law of Illinois enacted in the early part of the nineteenth century 
declared that the "common law" of England was thenceforth the law in 
Illinois as well. We consider the nature of common law in some detail later 
on (pp. 14-15); fo r now it is sufficient to say that common law is the 
body of court rulings that governs the legal relationships among people in 
the absence of explicit legislative enactment. The "reception statute"-so 
called because the law received the common law of England into Illinois-
did not spell out the rights and duties of hog fa rmers and wheat fa rmers 
toward one another. 
To resolve the case, the Illinois Supreme Court began as you would 
begin . It asked: What is the common law with respect to the mutual obli-
ga tions of hog and wheat farmers? The English common law had no spe-
cific rule relating to hog and wheat farmers, but it did have a firm rule that 
if the owner of animals fails to fence them in , he is liable for damages done 
by them to the property of others. Peters, the wheat farmer, thought that 
should be the end of the case, for the legislature had declared that the law 
to be used in Illinois was the common law of England, and by the common 
law of England , Peters was entitled to damages. 
But the court went further with its analysis. The English common law 
rule had developed in a country where land was scarce and people lived 
close by one another. In the United States , however, the si tuation was quite 
the reverse, and the custom of fencing in animals had never taken hold . 
The court gave as the reason for this difference in custom the boundless 
land that the people of Illinois enjoyed. So much land and so little timber 
was available that "it must be many years yet before our extensive prairies 
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can be fenced, '' and the grain would rot unless the cattle could feed on it. 
[Seeley v. Peters, 10 Ill. 130 (1848)] 1 The court thus overrode the legis-
lature's law and substituted its own judgment in order to conform law to 
the conditions and customs of the people in the state. Peters had to fence 
in his wheat, not Seeley his hogs. 
We can see in this example a notion that law is not only the command-
ment of political authority, but a statement of rule that must comport in 
some way with reason and common sense. You might object that the ex-
ample proves no such thing-that the political authority, in this case, was 
the court itself and that the law is whatever the court says it is. The noted 
jurist Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., a member of the Massachusetts Supreme 
Judicial Court for more than twenty years and of the United States Su-
preme Court for thirty (1902-1932), was of this view. In a lecture given 
in 1897, he declared (in a passage often quoted) : 
Take the fundamental question, What constitutes the law7 You will find some 
text writers telling you that it is something different from what is decided by 
the courts of Massachusetts or England , that it is a system of reason , that it is 
a deduction from principles of ethics or admitted axioms or what not, which 
may or may not coincide with the decisions . But if we take the view of our 
friend the bad man we shall find that he does not care two straws for the 
axioms or deduction , but that he does want to know what the Massachusetts 
or English courts are likely to do. I am much of his mind. The prophecies of 
what the courts will do in fact, and nothing more pretentious, are what I mean by 
the law. (emphasis added) 
Holmes's view was adopted by an influential school of American scholars 
known as the "legal realists. " They wanted to dispense with metaphysical 
notions of law and study what lawmaking bodies such as legislatures and 
courts really do. 
The difficulty with this viewpoint is that if law is a prophecy of what 
courts do , then there must be some basis on which to make the prophecy, 
some underlying set of rules , or else the law is simply the outpouring of a 
dictator acting on whim. Suppose Seeley's lawyer had told his client: "Your 
case looks bad , because the common law of England clearly requires you 
to fence in your hogs . But here in this country the law is really what I can 
prophesy the courts will do. And I predict that the Illinois Supreme Court 
will rule in your favor because I am going to transmit to them a large bribe, 
which you will pay, and it is well known that they rule in favor of bribers. " 
Obviously, this view of the law- that it is whatever anyone can cajole out 
of a court by any means, fair or foul-is not sustainable. There must be 
some set of social, political, and moral norms on which law and lawmaking 
are based. These norms will occupy us throughout most of this chap ter 
and will be reflected in much of the discussion throughout the text. 
1 
For a description or legal citations and how LO read chem, see Appendix A at the end or this book. 
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Law Distinguished from Morals and Justice 
In exhorting his listeners to think about what courts actually do, Holmes 
was not speaking nonsense. He was attempting to clarify an important point 
in the debate about the nature of law-namely, that law is not the same as 
"what is right" or "what is just. " To be sure, legal principles and principles 
of morality and justice overlap . Most, but not all, of the Ten Command-
ments are also legal precepts as well. It is morally wrong to steal and kill; 
it is also illegal to do so. But it is not unlawful to take the Lord's name in 
vain, though it may be blasphemous, and the sin of envy is no crime. 
Immorality is not always unlawful, and neither is illegality always im-
moral. The law requires us to drive on the right side of the road, but 
nothing is intrinsically evil about driving on the left, and the British are 
not an immoral nation because they follow a different rule. 
In general, the law concerns itself with the lowest common denominator 
of human conduct, not the highest. Law imposes on all of us certain duties 
and obliga tions to refrain from interfering with others and from injuring 
them by our own actions. But it does not require us to act to prevent any 
harm from befalling another. A common example is that of the drowning 
person . A child who cannot swim is thrashing about close to shore in a 
lake next to which you are walking. The child is a stranger to you, and 
you have nothing to do with the child 's being in the water. You could 
probably save the child simply by wading several feet out, and in any event 
you are a strong swimmer. But you prefer not to get your Sunday clothes 
wet, so you walk on, and the child dies. Your fa ilure to rescue the child 
would rightly be condemned as immoral, but there is no legal duty to save 
him. In short, the law does not tell us so much to do our best as it does 
to refrain from doing our worst. However, as Box 1-1 indicates , one state 
has changed this ancient rule. 
Likewise, law and justice overlap frequently, but not always. It is unjust 
to punish a man fo r an act that was not illegal when he committed it , and 
the law prohibits the government from doing so. But a law that imposes a 
penalty of ten years' imprisonment on a starving man who stole a shopping 
cart full of groceries may be woefully unjust, yet it is nevertheless the law. 
Legislatures enact many laws that someone thinks are unjust, and courts do 
not invalidate laws or refuse to enforce them simply because one or more 
people demonstrate that they are harsh or unfa ir as applied. 
The Language of Law 
The law is frequently couched in obscure terms, jargon , and mystifying 
phraseology. Lawyers like to claim that this is because they write precisely, 
that their special words are required -in order to state exactly the necessary 
qualifications, exceptions, and distinctions that make up so complex a sub-
ject as the law. In part this is true. Every discipline has its special language, 
Box 1-1 A Statutory Duty to Act 
Minnesota Law Mandates Bystander Help in 
Crises 
ST. PAUL, Aug. 2 (AP)- Being a "Good Samari-
tan" is now a duty, not an option , in Minnesota, 
where a new provision in state statutes provides 
up to a $100 fine fo r people who fa il to aid in an 
emergency. 
The amendment to an older law went into 
effect Monday. It is designed to prevent incidents 
such as one last week in St. Louis, where a 13-
year-old girl was raped over 40 minutes by two 
youths as several people stood by. Police finally 
were summoned by an 11-year-old boy. 
Previously, an expert lifeguard "could watch a 
6-month-old baby crawl into the river and drown 
and sit by and do nothing about it and nothing 
would happen," said State Representative Randy 
Staten, an author of the measure. "That is to tally 
unacceptable conduct for civilized society." 
Many states have "Good Samari tan" laws that 
relieve a person of liability when they render aid 
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in an emergency. The amendment to Minnesota's 
law goes a step further by making it a duty 
to assist. 
Linda Close, division manager of public safety 
and litigation in the Minnesota Attorney General 's 
office, sa id the amended statute "creates a duty 
to help somebody if a person is exposed to 'grave 
physical harm.' " 
Mr. Staten , a Minneapolis Democra t, says he 
believes the statute is the first of its kind in the 
country, and he said officials from other states 
appear interested in enacting similar laws. The 
amendment was p rompted by incidents far from · 
Minnesota, he said , citing the rape of a woman 
on a pool table in New Bed fo rd , Mass. , as a group 
of people watched , and the Kitty Genovese case 
of many years ago, in which the Queens, N.Y., 
woman was fa tally stabbed as people watched 
from apartment windows. 
Source: New York Times, August 3 , 1983 
and much of it is useful to the initiate. And the language of American 
law-a curious mixture of Old English , Old French , and a little Latin- is 
a lot less mystifying, a lot less given to archaisms, than it was even a few 
decades ago. 
Nevertheless, mystifying words continue to abound . Lawyers' prose is 
often bad. The student who reads through judicial opinions and lawyers' 
briefs will find much to satisfy a taste for fuzziness. One reason is that, 
contrary to the usual assertion , the language of law is not so precise. An-
other is that words are beguiling; un fa miliar words that seem to have a 
fixed meaning can seduce the lazy or unwary into believing they say more 
than they do . 
. One reason for this is that much law is the product of political compro-
mise. Legislators can be cajoled into backing each other's bills if the bills 
contain language ambiguous enough to let each side suppose it is securing 
what it wants. In addition, no rule can possibly anticipate every possible 
set of circumstances. Therefore, lawmakers must resort in most instances 
to language that is inherently fuzzy: "deceptive," "unreasonable," and "sub-
stantial. " 
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Even words that seem to have a fixed meaning can be shown , on close 
inspection, to be susceptible to varying interpretations. Suppose that you 
are a legislator who wants to punish those who use guns and other weap-
ons during the commission of a crime. You could specify each type of 
weapon of which you disapprove: handguns, rifles, shotguns, machine guns, 
bazookas , and so on. Since it is easy to omit a type you wished to include, 
you would probably add a phrase such as "and other dangerous weapons." 
But what is a weapon? Is a stick a weapon? A heavy-duty flashlight? It 
depends on why you were carrying the item and to what use it was put. 
No definitive list can be given . 
Ultimately, any attempt to define with precision conduct that is to be 
outlawed must fa il. A society in which all rules were absolute, stated with-
out room for maneuver, would be an intolerable place to live for any who 
value freedom because the rules would almost invariably be overinclusive 
and restrictive. As Judge Jerome Frank noted in Law and the Modern Mind 
(1963, p . 7), "Much of the uncertainty of law is not an un fo rtunate acci-
dent: it is of immense social value." 
Nevertheless, the uncertainty that arises through sheer linguistic sloppi-
ness and unconscious semantic confusion is not of immense social value; 
to the contrary, it is of no value. Beginning in the late 1970s, a move to 
overcome the purely linguistic mystification of law gathered some steam. 
This is the "plain English" movement. Under an executive order of Presi-
dent Jimmy Carter in 1977 , federal regulators were required to draft rules 
and regulations in simple English . Some simplifica tion has resulted , though 
far from enough. Beginning with New York, a few states at the same time 
began to pass laws requiring contracts with consumers- insurance policies 
and leases, fo r example-to be written in straightforward language. 
Classification of Types of Law 
Because the "law" has so many different connotations, there is no one way 
to classify the different types of law. What fo llows is a simple fo urfold 
classifica tion scheme that presents law along its major dimensions: substan-
tive, jurisdictional, governmental type, and procedural. 
The Major Types of Substantive Law 
Substantive law deals with the different ways people interact. On a family 
tree of law the broadest "kingdoms" are criminal and civil law. These are 
substantive branches of law because they deal with human conduct. Crim-
inal law (Chapter 7) is that body of !aw that deals with violations of public 
order, including violent crimes (such as murder, rape, assault , and rob-
bery), crimes against property (larceny, embezzlement), and crimes con-
sisting of infractions of regulatory codes (income tax fraud , securities fraud, 
and the like). Penalties fo r violation of the criminal law include death , 
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imprisonment, and monetary fines. Serious crimes, usually those punisha-
ble by imprisonment of more than one year, are called felonies; less serious 
crimes are misdemeanors. 
Civil law governs the private relations among individuals. It might also 
be defined as all branches of the law not included within the criminal law. 
("Civil" has a different connotation in legal systems outside the Anglo-
American tradition-in those countries, the civil law refers to codes en-
acted by the national legislatures . 
Civil law can be divided into two main branches. One is public law-
for example, constitutional law (pp. 15-23 and Chapter 2) and adminis-
trative law (Chapter 5)-so called because this branch (along with criminal 
law) deals with the relations between government and private citizens and 
organizations. The most significant development in twentieth-century 
American law is the growth of administrative or regulatory law. Examples 
in this category include labor law-the relations between unions, their 
members, and their employers (Chapter 15); antitrust law-the appropriate 
form of competition (Chapters 19-20); securities law-the code governing 
trading in corporate stocks (Chapter 18); and tax law-how the govern-
ment raises money to pay for its activities. 
The other principal branch is private law, which is the set of laws that 
spell out the duties, obligations, and responsibilities that individuals and 
organizations owe to each other. Within the sphere of private law are the 
following: 
Tort Law The word "tort" derives from Old French, meaning a wrong or 
injustice, substantially the connotation it carries today. Tort law spells out 
the duties of care that one person owes to another. Many intentional torts 
are also crimes: murder, assault, rape, and robbery are torts, and the victim 
or family can legally sue to recover damages. Other torts include false im-
prisonment (akin to kidnapping), trespass on property, theft (including the 
stealing of business, known as unfair competition), defamation of character, 
invasion of privacy-indeed, most acts that you would consider injurious 
to another are probably torts . A tort need not be intentional. The biggest 
class of tort lawsuits today-automobile accident litigation-involves neg-
ligent, or careless, actions that harm another. (Another type of negligent 
tort is the malpractice action against a doctor or other professional.) During 
the 1970~, a third type of tort involving neither intentional nor negligent 
conduct-strict liability-began to gain ground in the courts as a means of 
redressing injuries resulting from all sorts of defective products. Unlike 
criminal law, which serves at least in part to punish the wrongdoer, tort 
law serves to compensate the victim. We will consider tort law in more 
detail in Chapters 9 and 10. 
Contract Law Tort law spells out the rights that individuals have to re-
main unharmed by wrongful acts of others. It is the law that creates the 
9 
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duty to refrain from wrongful conduct. But people may also create their 
own sets of obligations toward each other by entering in to contracts. A 
contract may impose upon an individual a liability that he would no t oth-
erwise legally have. Sometimes a contract can relieve an individual from a 
liability that he would have under tort law. Contract law is discussed in 
Chapter 8. 
Property Law A third category of private law is that which deals with 
property. In a narrow sense, the law of property deals with land and build-
ings (called real property) and personal possessions (called personal prop-
erty). The law of real property concerns the rights of buyers, sellers, lessors, 
and lessees of land , houses, and other buildings (Chapter 23). The law of 
personal property deals with a range of issues that arise from the way we 
use our belongings-for example, the temporary possession of an auto-
mobile by a parking garage (bailment), the way we give control of money 
or other assets to family members or others (trusts), how we dispose of 
property after a death (wills and estates), and how we protect the fruits of 
an invention (patent, trademark, and copyright, Chapter 24). 
In a broader sense, property law deals with a host of issues that are also 
affected by other types of law. It is usually closely bound up with contract 
law, because much of what we contract about has to do with property. 
Control and operation of the myriad organiza tions that make up modern 
industrial life are steeped in property law but also are intimately bound up 
in law that developed specifically for this purpose; these include agency, 
partnership, and corporation law. 
Agency Law Agency law treats the relations among individuals who un-
dertake to act on behalf of others-employees, agents, corporate officers, 
and the like. Without agency law, no industrial life would be possible. We 
study it in Part Four. 
Partnership and Corporation Law The predominant forms of business 
enterprise are the partnership and the corporation. Each is governed by a 
complex set of laws that we study separately in Part Five. 
Jurisdictional Classification: Federal, State, Local, and International 
Law, as we use the term , is not a monolith. It does not spring whole from 
a single source, like the pronouncements of some autocra tic king. Modern 
law is a complex affair that comes from a variety of political entities, de-
fined both geographically and institutionally. 
Geographically, law comes from several types of "jurisdictions"- that 
is, governments. In the United States, with its complex fo rm of federa l-
ism, there are three types of government: federal, state, and local. The first 
two are semi-sovereign; the last, local government , is dependent on the 
other two. 
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Federal Law The federal government is the national government, with the 
power to make law for the country as a whole, though its lawmaking power 
does not extend to everything over which government is capable of making 
law. The federal government consists of Congress, which functions as the 
national legislature; the executive branch , headed by the president and in-
cluding governmental departments and administrative agencies; and the 
federal courts, or judicial branch. Within its sphere, federal law is superior 
to that of state and local law. 
State Law The second semi-sovereign form of government is that of state 
government. The states also have legislative, executive, and judicial branches. 
Their legal power does not spring from the federal government but is rooted 
independently in the Constitution. Both federal and state governments are 
said to be "semi-sovereign" because, despite the persistence of the myth, 
there simply is no such thing as sovereignty in the United States-no law 
need forever be so, no person or institution is supreme. In our system of 
checks and balances, there is always a means of challenging law and polit-
ical action . 
Local Law The third form of government is not, however, even semi-
sovereign. This is local government: cities, towns, villages, counties, and 
other political districts within the states. The powers of these governments 
are delegated by the states and may be modified, limited, or removed by 
the sta tes. To the extent that it is authorized to do so, local government 
also creates law (in the form of municipal ordinances and regulations). 
International Law This law is created by international organizations, by 
the customs and practices that prevail among nations, and by agreement. 
However, to the extent that international law is applicable within the United 
States, it is so generally because the nation has entered into treaties with 
other countries and the treaties are enforceable as part of federal law. 
Law Classified by Governmental Branch Creating It 
For historical as well as legal reasons, there are differences between law 
that comes from a legislature and law that emanates from other govern-
mental bodies. Implicit in much of the discussion in this book is the rela-
tionship between the courts and the other branches and how that relationship 
affects the meaning and enforcement of law. 
Statutes A law enacted by a legislature is called a statute. It is written and 
published in various forms. 
Regulations laws emanating from the executive branch- the source of 
administrative law-are called regulations or rules; they too are written and 
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published. The executive branch generally derives its power to promulgate 
regulations and rules from the legislature. Neither statutes nor regulations 
stand alone. They must often be interpreted by the courts. A judicial gloss 
on a statute or regulation rendered in the course of a lawsuit is in effect 
the meaning of the statute or regulation. In most cases, members of the 
legislature or executive agency can always amend the statute or regulation 
after the court has ruled, if they are dissatisfied with the court's interpre-
tation. The amendment will then apply to future cases. 
Common Law The courts also produce a third kind of law, known as the 
common !aw or unwritten law. "Unwritten" is a misnomer: in fact, the com-
mon law has always been written down more or less, in the reports of the 
courts' decisions in individual cases. The vast body of judicial opinions con-
stitutes the written record of the common law. Shortly, we will explore in 
some detail the authority of the courts to fashion the common law. For 
now it is enough to note that the authority is not a delegated one; it is 
inherent and assigned by the Constitution to the judiciary. The common 
law is not the exclusive province of the courts, however. The legislature 
may intrude and enact legislation modifying or even abolishing common 
law rules laid down by courts. The courts in turn have the authority to 
interpret the statutes that do so . 
Substantive vs . Procedural Law 
Still another way to classify law is by the person, group, organization, or 
institution to which it is addressed. Law addressed to actions and relation-
ships among people is substantive law. Law that structures government 
by laying down procedures on how it must act-especially that which re-
lates to the courts themselves-is known as procedural law or adjective 
law. For the most part , we will be concerned with that part of procedural 
law that shapes the legal-judicial process: how lawsuits begin and move 
through the courts. Every court system has its own rules of procedure, and 
there are often significant differences in procedure among different courts 
within the same system. Thus, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, pro-
mulgated by the Supreme Court and approved by Congress, apply to all 
federal courts. But each local federal court has its own set of supplementary 
rules with which lawyers-but not their clients-must be familiar. 
Sources of Law 
However law is defined and classified, it is a product of human institutions. 
At different times, different institutions-legislatures, courts, regulatory bodies, 
ad hoc conventions-create or shape laws that have varying imports and 
impacts on the population. Amid all this lawmaking, there are four general 
sources of law. 
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Constitutional Law 
The United States Constitution is the supreme law of the land . No other 
law takes precedence over it, and any law that is inconsistent with it is 
invalid and void . In legal theory, the Consti tution derives from "the peo-
ple," though of necessity it was drafted by a committee of the people-
those who attended the Constitutional Convention of 1787-and ratified 
by the people through special conventions in each state called for that 
purpose. We examine the Constitution in more detail later. 
Although the federal Constitution is supreme, it is not the only consti-
tution. Each state has its own. State constitutions play precisely the same 
role within the state that the federal Constitution plays nationally. Cities 
and certain other fo rms of municipal government have "charters" granted 
by the states . These charters are akin to constitutions for the municipalities. 
Statutes 
Statutes--the enactments of legislatures--have become our most fertile source 
of law during the twentieth century. Congress, the state legislatures, and 
city councils (whose ordinances are akin to statutes) have legislated on 
virtually every imaginable subject, including the conduct of war, the struc-
ture of government , national price controls, environmental pro tection, eco-
nomic relations, retirement benefits, civil rights, rent control- the list is 
endless. 
In general, there are fou r types of statutes. A legislature may declare a 
particular act or type of conduct to be unlawful and subject to severe sanc-
tions, such as imprisonment and substantial fines. Such statutes fall within 
the criminal law. A statute may establish standards for judging conduct or 
spelling out relations between individuals and groups. For example, the 
legislature may decide that in automobile accident lawsuits, the negligence 
of the defendant must be weighed against that of the plainti ff. Such statutes 
fall within the realm of civil law. Or a statute may establish a governmental 
body or restructure an existing one and delegate to it the power to pro-
mulgate specific rules for the regulation of an industry or type of activity. 
Frequently, all three types of enactment are combined within a single stat-
ute-for example, environmental-protection statutes prescribe standards that 
people and companies must follow, permit certain classes of people to sue 
civilly if the standards are not followed, prescribe criminal penalties for 
some violations, and grant existing and new agencies the power to police 
the environment. The fourth type of statute is that which raises tax reve-
nues and spends the public monies. 
Administrative Law 
As we have seen , administrative agencies of the executive branch of the 
federal and state governments promulgate rules and regulations, pursuant 
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to power delegated by the legislatures. From at least the middle of this 
century, administrative law has probably been the most voluminous. Un-
less the agencies go beyond the scope of the power delegated to them, the 
rules they announce have the full fo rce of law and are entitled to equal 
weight with statutes when the courts are called upon to enforce them. 
Unwritten Law: The Common Law 
The Constitution, statutes, and administrative law are all "written ." The 
exact text of the rules can be consulted because they have all been pub-
lished and are more or less easily accessible. But there is a vast body of law 
that has been called "unwritten" because it is not embodied in statutes and 
regulations. As we have noted , this is the common law, the body of law that 
emanates from courts. To understand why there is common law, let us 
consider three basic functions that courts perform. 
The fi rst function is "fac t- fi nding. " Did the accused kill the victim, as 
charged by the prosecu tor? Did the defendant promise to complete con-
struction on the plaintiff 's house by June 30? The courts sift lies from truth 
and attempt to sort through the ambiguities. Someone has to perfo rm this 
critical function; the courts, with their elaborate procedural protections for 
the claimants who appear before them, do so . 
The second function is "law-applying." Suppose the plaintiff, a wholesale 
buyer of canned tomatoes, claims that a statute gives him the right to re-
turn a defective shipload to the seller. The seller retorts that the plaintiff 's 
interpretation of the statute is incorrect and demands the purchase price. 
The court must decide what the statute means and whether it applies in 
the circumstances of the case befo re it. 
In most cases, both fac t- finding and law-applying are required. When 
there is a jury, it will be responsible not only for determining what the 
true state of affairs was but also fo r applying the law to the facts. It does 
this by following the judge's instructions on the law. After most jury ver-
dicts, the case is at an end. The result is a decision fo r one side or the 
other, without elaboration of the reasons. But when there is no jury, or 
when a case is appealed to a higher court, there will usually be a written 
opinion by the judge. This opinion will often be published and will usually 
contain a statement about the meaning of the statute in question. This 
opinion is significant, because it too is a source of law. 
By placing its own interpretation on the literal language of a statute, the 
court is adding something to the law and saddling it with a meaning for 
the future-unless the legislature chooses to amend the statute in view of 
the court's decision . Those who would "look up" a statute should be wary: 
rarely can anyone know what the law means simply by perusing the lan-
guage in the statute books, because anywhere from a handful to hundreds 
of published judicial opinions may interpret a particular statutory provi-
sion. These decisions cannot be disregarded , for in future cases judges will 
look to them as precedents to be followed. 
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The third type of judicial function does not involve a statute: it involves 
deciding whether a plaintiff 's common law rights have been violated . As 
noted earlier, the common law is a body of legal principles enunciated by 
courts in the absence of statute during the past several centuries. It is not 
written in the statu tory sense because each principle, with its corollaries 
and exceptions, is not set forth in one place. Rather, each principle is stated, 
often in lengthy prose , in judicial opinions discussing a particular case. 
Where do these principles come from1 The debate has been long, learned , 
and unending. Some say they come from God, others from reason. Still 
others suppose that the principles derive from the "character of the peo-
ple." It seems ra ther more likely that the common law is a tapestry woven 
from age-old customs, modified by experience and new conditions, and 
tempered by the dictates of reason and the promptings of moral concern-
and sometimes by the biases and prejudices of judges, who, after all, are 
the oracles of the common law. 
In short, judges make law. They have made most of tort law and con-
tract law, although large portions of contract law have been superseded by 
the Uni fo rm Commercial Code and other statutes. Many rules embodied 
in statutes are simply articulations of common law principles . Equally im-
portant , the rules that courts use to guide them in interpreting statutes are 
common law rules. Inherent in the judicial power of the courts is the power 
to determine how to interpret. 
Because the courts over the years have written millions of opinions, the 
search fo r common law principles in library stacks would be arduous. To 
overcome this diffic ulty, and to help bring order and rationality to the 
many conflicting decisions (for judges freq uently disagree with each other), 
a group of lawyers and academicians-members of a priva te group called 
the American Law Institute-sat down in the 1920s to write what has 
become a series of "Restatements. " The first was the Restatement of the Law 
of Contracts, published in 1932 after years of drafting and redrafting. Work 
began on its successor, Restatement (Second) of Co ntracts, in 1964; it was 
finally completed and published in 198 1. Other Restatements include those 
on ton s, agency law, remedies, and trusts. 
The Restatements are not the law. They are statements of the law, in 
statutelike form , written by p rivate citizens. But they have been extremely 
influential in helping to spark debate and to shape the law. They are fre-
q_uently cited by judges in their opinions, and we will encounter their p ro-
visions frequently in this book. 
Purposes of the U.S. Constitution 
"The American Constitution is the most wonderful work ever struck off at 
a given time by the brain and purpose of man," British Prime Minister 
William Ewart Gladstone is reputed to have said, and so it very well might 
be. It is short, readable, and durable. Its seven articles and the Bill of 
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Rights, as supplemented by sixteen other amendments, have endured for 
nearly two centuries, making it the oldest living written constitution in 
the world . 
The Constitution perfo rms two fundamental legal tasks: it structures the 
government , and it imposes limitations on the government's power to act. 
The Structure of the Government 
Articles 1, 11 , and Ill of the Constitution set fo rth the structure and powers 
of the three branches of the federal government, as well as methods of 
electing or appointing officials to offices within these branches. 
The first article, reflecting the Founding Fathers' belief in its para-
mountcy, deals with Congress, the national legislature. To Congress are 
given "all legislative powers herein granted. " Among other powers, Con-
gress has the authority to regulate money, enact uniform bankruptcy laws, 
borrow on the credit of the United States, regulate interstate and foreign 
commerce, and "make all laws which shall be necessary and proper fo r 
carrying into execution the foregoing powers, and all other powers vested 
by this Constitution in the government of the United States , or in any 
department or officer thereof. " Not surprisingly, this "necessary and proper" 
clause has been called the "elastic clause. " 
The second article of the Constitution vests the "executive power" in the 
president, spells out certain functions the chief executive must perform, 
and enumerates a few specific roles he must play (for example, commander 
in chief of the military). 
The third article vests "the judicial power" in the Supreme Court and 
"in such inferior courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain and 
establish." 
ln vesting the legislative, executive, and judicial powers in separate 
branches of government, the makers of the Constitution gave the most 
precise expression ever made of the principle of "separation of powers." 
The theory, derived from the writings of the French social philosopher 
Baron de Montesquieu, is that freedom can be preserved by separating the 
types of governmental authority among the branches of government, which 
will check and balance each other, preventing any one branch from becom-
ing too strong. lt is noteworthy that the Constitution does not define "leg-
islative," "executive," or "judicial" power. We could say that the legislative 
power is the power to make law, the e)(ecutive power the power to carry 
it out , and the judicial power the power to decide cases arising under the 
laws. But that is too simple a view. The fact is that the powers overlap . 
Each branch has influence over the others. The president can veto congres-
sional enactments and appoint judges. Congress can create executive de-
partments. The courts can , in effect, make laws through statutory 
interpretation. Nor is it easy to see how it could be otherwise. But this fact 
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makes the statement and understanding of law difficult because the law is 
subj ect to so many pressures and changes from so many directions. 
The fo urth article of the Constitu tion deals briefly with the states. It does 
not create the states; it accepts them as given . Under the terms of this 
article, each state must give "full faith and credit" to the "public acts, rec-
ords, and judicial proceedings" in all the other states. 
The fifth article deals with methods of amending the Constitution. 
The sixth article embodies the Supremacy Clause, stated here in full : 
"The Constitution , and the Laws of the United States which shall be made 
in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made, under 
the Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land ; 
and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the 
Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding." This 
critical clause establishes a hierarchy of law and permits some order to be 
fashioned out of a republic in which dual jurisdictions frequently clash . 
The seventh article provided for the ratifica tion of the Constitution and 
is no longer opera tive. 
Since 1789, when these original seven articles became effective, twenty-
six amendments have been adopted. The first ten, the Bill of Rights, were 
adopted in 1791, in response to cries during the ratification debate that 
the articles insufficiently protected individual freedom. Most others deal 
with the structure of government, specifica lly concerning the right to vote 
and election of the president. The Thirteenth Amendment abolished slav-
ery. The Sixteenth gave Congress the power to enact an income tax. The 
Eighteenth-Prohibition-was repealed by the Twenty-first. Of all the sub-
sequent amendments, only the Fourteenth has had an immense legal as 
well as political impact on the nation , as will be explored later in this 
chapter. 
Constitutional Limitations 
In the United States , government is not sovereign; in legal theory the peo-
ple are. The Constitution establishes several important limitations on the 
powers of government, both federal and state, to enact and enforce laws 
that would interfere with individual liberty. 
Article I prohibits both federal and state governments from enacting any 
"bills of attainder" or "ex post fac to" laws. A bill of attainder is a statute 
that imposes a penalty on a named individual. It is a means that was ex-
ercised by British monarchs to avoid trial and was universally condemned. 
An ex post fac to law is one outlawing a particular act already performed. 
It too was a means of jailing persons whom the government disliked , and 
was likewise condemned . (A retroactive tax law, changing the tax rates or 
imposing new taxes on income, sales, or other activities that have already 
taken place, is not considered ex post facto and is not barred by the Con-
stitution .) Article I also prohibits the federal and state governments from 
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preferring one port of entry to another. Interstate shipments of goods are 
not subject to import duties, nor are foreign imports or exports subject to 
duties by the states. Finally, the states-but not the federal government-
are prohibited from "impairing the obligation of contracts. " 
Article VI prohibits any religious test from being administered to any 
official of the federal or state governments. 
The remainder of the significant limitations on government appear in 
the Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment. Most of these limitations 
are concerned with rights of the accused in criminal trials and are explored 
in Chapter 7. The rest-the "preferred freedoms" of the First Amendment 
and the important principles of due process and equal protection of the 
law-we consider shortly. 
Judicial Review 
Before turning to these critical constitutional rights, it will be useful to 
consider the mechanisms by which they are secured to us as individuals. 
The Constitution is , after all, but a piece of paper, preserved in chemicals 
and under glass at the National Archives in Washington, D.C. Suppose 
Congress enacts a law that conflicts with a provision in the Constitution. 
What then? 
The short answer is that we possess the right to challenge actions of the 
government in lawsuits-either by raising constitutional objections if we 
are defendants or by pleading constitutional rights as plaintiffs. If the courts 
conclude that the constitutional provision and the statute conflict, they are 
required to invalidate the statute and give priority to the Constitution. This 
authority is known as judicial review, and it distinguishes the legal system 
of the United States from that of every other nation in the world. Through 
its power to review, the U.S. Supreme Court becomes embroiled to an 
extent unknown by courts outside the United States in the most difficult 
and delicate questions of public policy. As Alexis de Tocqueville noted in 
a celebrated line in his Democracy in America (1835): "There is hardly a 
political question in the United States which does not sooner or later turn 
into a judicial one ." 
How the federal courts, and the Supreme Court in particular , came to 
claim and use this power is an oft-told tale, but one that bears repeating. 
In 1800, John Adams, a Federalist and advocate of strong central govern-
ment, was defeated for reelection by Thomas Jefferson, an anti-Federalist 
whose sympathy lay toward local government. In January 1801 , when the 
Chief Justice's seat on the Supreme Court opened up , President Adams 
appointed John Marshall, then secretary of state, and the Federalist Senate 
promptly confirmed him. Five days before the end of Adams's term, 
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Congress rushed through a bill creating judgeships in the District of Co-
lumbia, and Adams appointed forty-two justices of the peace. The Senate con-
firmed the nominees on Adams's last day of office. Commissioning papers 
needed to be signed by the President to make their appointments official, 
and so into the evening Adams signed the documents (thus the term "mid-
night judges"). In the rush, four commissions were never dispatched. Thomas 
Jefferson found them the next day and forbade them to be delivered . 
One of the disappointed men, William Marbury, went to the Supreme 
Court in December 1801 and filed suit, asserting that he was entitled to 
his office. He sought a writ of mandamus, a judicial order directing a gov-
ernment official to take a specific action-in this case, an order to James 
Madison, then secretary of state, to hand over the commission to Marbury. 
The Supreme Court's answer in the case of Marbury v. Madison, in an 
opinion by Chief Justice Marshall, was a bombshell and remains both the 
classic statement of the principle of judicial review and the classic example 
of judicial statesmanship. Marshall said that three questions had been raised . 
Cl) Did Marbury have a right to the judicial commission he demanded? (2) 
lf Marbury had a right to it and that right was violated, did the laws of the 
United States afford him a remedy? (3) If they did afford him a remedy, 
was it by a "mandamus issuing from the Supreme Court"? 
The first two questions Marshall answered in the affirmative: (1) Mar-
bury had been properly nominated and confirmed by the Senate, and noth-
i~g more was necessary to make Marbury a judge. (2) "The very essence of 
civil liberty certainly consists in the right of every ind ividual to claim the 
protection of the laws, whenever he receives an injury. " The law required 
Madison to deliver the commission, and officers of the government are 
bound by the law. The proper method of compelling a government official 
to obey the law is by a writ of mandamus. 
The third question, however, Marshall answered in the negative. Mar-
bury had a legal remedy, but the Supreme Court could not constitutionally 
provide it. The Judiciary Act of 1789 authorized the Supreme Court to 
issue writs of mandamus "in cases warranted by the principles and usages 
of law . .. to persons holding office under the authority of the United 
States." That law certainly would permit the Court to mandamus Madison, 
unless the law itself was invalid . The problem, Marshall said, was that 
~rt~cle lII of the Constitution did not give the Supreme Court original 
JUnsdiction over such a case. That is , in all but a rare category of cases 
the Constitution prohibits the Supreme Court from conducting trials, de-
termining the facts, and applying the law to them; it can only hear appeals 
from trials conducted by lower courts . This prohibition certainly applied 
to Marbury's case. Yet here was Marbury appearing before the Supreme 
Court, asking it to hold a trial and issue a remedy. This, Marshall said, the 
Supreme Court could not do . Marbury would have to find another court 
to issue the writ of mandamus. 
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